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1) Which of the following is a good leadership communication practice?
   - Leaders should be attentive and approachable in their communication.
   - Leaders should speak as little as possible.
   - Leaders should always be highly optimistic in their communication.
   - Leaders should always be reserved in their communication and sensitive to the impact of communication.
   - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Leaders should be attentive and approachable in their communication.

2) For political leaders to be effective in a nation, they need to be consummate in:
   - Small group communication.
   - International communication.
   - Mass social communication.
   - Non-communication.
   - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Mass social communication.

3) A leader who is concerned with his leadership team digitally all the time will lose touch with:
   - The agenda of the digital meetings.
   - The processes of the digital meetings.
   - The flexibility of the digital meetings.
   - Real-world happenings related to his or her company.
   - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Real-world happenings related to his or her company.

4) The institutional frameworks of a company that can mentor and coach the apex leaders to help them lead at totality, holding the leadership accountable to:
   - SEBI
   - Board of Directors
   - MCA
   - NSG
   - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Board of Directors

5) Loneliness at the top can be overcome by a leader through:
   - Having frequent corporate events.
   - Building an aligned, trusting, trusted and trustworthy leadership team.
   - Trying to make timelines the leadership DNA.
   - Asking some other leader to perform his or her responsibilities.
   - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Building an aligned, trusting, trusted and trustworthy leadership team.

6) Put any slate to fulfill the objectives, the following pair is essential:
   - Span and Hierarchy
   - Qualification and Personality
   - Responsibility and Accountability
   - Personalities and Experience
   - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Responsibility and Accountability

7) A situation where a firm or a leader (or an individual) feels that there is no assurance that any of the strategic options would offer a decisive win can be termed as:
   - Strategic ploying
   - Losing to win
   - Winning to lose
   - Strategic Crossroads
   - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Strategic Crossroads

8) Which of the following is an example of emotional intelligence making results in corporate bankruptcy?
   - Excessive self-doubt in the past strategy when industrial technologies were required - Railways Communications.
   - Excessive attachment to globalization that led to excessive expansion, demurrage and debt pile-up - Birla
   - Ambitious pursuit of goals, with high debt, and retail and ready diversification that made the firm a non-performing asset - Airtel Industries
   - All of the above
   - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - All of the above

9) Leaders who run totalitarian leaders tend to believe in:
   - Theory X Management
   - Theory Y Management
   - Theory X Management, Theory Y Management
   - Markov Neediness
   - Ohno-Mayo-Human Relations School
   - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - Theory X Management

10) A totalitarian organizational culture:
    - Drive away good talent
    - Distills sensibility
    - Encourage bad governance
    - All the above
    - No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
    Accepted Answers:
    - All the above